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Intrusion detection system (IDS) is regarded as the second line of defense against network anomalies and threats. IDS plays an
important role in network security.There are many techniques which are used to design IDSs for specific scenario and applications.
Artificial intelligence techniques are widely used for threats detection. This paper presents a critical study on genetic algorithm,
artificial immune, and artificial neural network (ANN) based IDSs techniques used in wireless sensor network (WSN).
1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are distributed in nature
where sensor nodes operate independently without any
centralized authority. Furthermore, sensor nodes have many
design and functional limitations in terms of storage, process-
ing, and communication. WSN applications have evolved at
very fast pace and are consistently growing in many fields
of everyday life [1]. The fast growth of WSN applications
demands more ubiquitous and service oriented computing.
The fast growing applications, distributed nature, and design
limitations of WSNs have resulted in the increase of network
related vulnerabilities and threats. There is a need of proper
security mechanisms for protecting sensor networks against
potential security threats and attacks [2, 3].
The majority of security mechanisms designed so far for
WSNs are capable of packet encryption or require authenti-
cation to restrict malicious user’s access. Furthermore, many
other security related solutions forWSNs have been proposed
such as authentication, key exchange, and secure routing
to prevent some specific attack. However, such security
measurements cannot provide a wide range of protection
against variety of security attacks and threats against WSNs.
An IDS is one possible solution to address a wide range of
security attacks in WSNs [4]. IDSs are passive in nature;
that is, they are capable of detecting intrusion; however, they
cannot prevent or defuse security attacks.
Research community is working on developing new
methodologies for intrusion detection inWSNs [5]. Artificial
intelligence provides many important and comparatively
low cost techniques for designing IDSs while taking care
of the energy consumption [6]. Few important intelligent
techniques are artificial immune system, artificial neural
network, and genetic algorithms.
IDSs based on artificial immune systems are inspired
from human immune system. Human immune system is a
complex defense system which has the capability to protect
human body from foreign germs and other microorganisms.
ANN based IDSs are inspired from human neuron system.
An ANN is composed of number of neurons (basic pro-
cessing elements) that are interconnected with each other
through weighted connections. Genetic algorithm based
IDSs utilize biological concepts of natural selection.
This paper presents short review of the existing intrusion
detection mechanisms which are based on artificial intelli-
gence techniques such as artificial immune system, artificial
neural network, and genetic algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes
IDSs based on artificial immune system. Section 3 shows the
artificial neural network based IDSs. Genetic algorithmbased
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Table 1: Comparison of immune based IDSs.
IDS Immune base mechanism Accuracy Lightweight Attack types
[8] DCA N/A No ICP
[9] DCA Below 70% No ICP
[10] Coevolutionary Moderate Yes DoS, R2L, U2R
[11] Adaptive immune Above 75% No Network layer anomalies
IDSs are studied in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude the
paper.
2. Artificial Immune Based IDSs
This section investigates the applications of artificial immune
based IDSs in WSNs. Artificial immune technique provides
anomaly based detection of security threats against WSN.
Human immune system is a complicated security system
which safeguards the human body against many invisible
organisms. Human immune system is very complex and
consists of dendritic cells (D cells), T cells, and B cells [7].
D cells move in blood and collect information about
antigens and dead cells.These cells basically activate response
system. T cells are manufactured in bone marrow and are
used to destroy infectious cells present in blood. B cells are
white blood cells which are responsible for production of
antibodies. Nowadays, artificial immune based systems have
many applications in computing such as systems optimiza-
tion, data classification, and intrusion detection.
The general architecture of IDS using artificial immune
system is present in Figure 1.
Many works have been done in intrusion detection using
artificial immune system.
An immune based mechanism for WSN is present in [8].
The authors claim that WSN is an area where immune based
mechanisms can be applied easily. It is based on dendritic
cell algorithm (DCA). Furthermore a new security threat
called interest cache poisoning (ICP) attack is introduced.
ICP is a network layer attack which is capable of disrupting
routing packets. Both the DCA and directed diffusion are
implemented on every sensor node to perform two tasks, that
is, detection of misbehaving nodes and detection of antigens.
The direct diffusion mechanisms are as follows:
(i) maintain two tables, that is, interest cache and data
cache;
(ii) handle two types of packets, that is, interest packets
and data packets.
The DCA monitors different types of signals such as danger
signals and safe signals to detect ICP attack. This mechanism
was evaluated and tested later on [9] to detect ICP attack;
however, the detection rate was below 70%.
Another intrusion prediction technique based on co-
evolutionary immune system is present in [10]. This mecha-
nism combines both coevolutionary immune system and grid
computing features. The proposed system is compared and
evaluated with pure immune system. The results show that
the proposed system has better learning and understanding
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Figure 1: General architecture of IDS using artificial immune
system.
capabilities as compared to pure immune system. Further-
more, the proposed mechanism has better detection rate of
variety of security attacks such DoS, R2L, U2R, and probing.
Another proposal is present in [11] which is based on
adaptive threat detection using immune system. In this work,
a MAC layer gene is identified which is helpful in intrusion
detection. Every node is equipped with natural selection
algorithm to monitor the traffic behavior of surrounding
neighbors. This mechanism is capable of detecting network
layer anomalies such as packet drop. The detection accuracy
of the system is below 85%.
Table 1 presents brief comparison of few immune based
IDS.
As we know, WSNs are resource constraints such as
memory, processing, and energy. Such constraints demand
lightweight IDSs for such networks. In our opinion, the
detection mechanisms present in [8, 9, 11] are not suitable
for WSNs as they are involved in many processes and
computations. The detection mechanism [8, 9] maintains
two tables and handles two types of packets. Furthermore
different types of signals are monitored for the detection of
only ICP attack. Such kind of complex computations for the
detection of one attack is not feasible for resource constraint
WSNs.
The detectionmechanism [11] is involved in identification
of MAC layer gene and routing layer security attacks. The
exchange of parameters between two different layers needs
more resources in terms ofmemory, computation and energy.
3. Artificial Neural Network Based IDSs
Artificial neural network (ANN) is inspired from human
nervous system, which is connected through neurons. Neural
networks have the capability to understand and learn by
training and can be used to identify complex trends. There
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Table 2: Comparison of ANN based IDSs.
IDS ANN based mechanism Accuracy Lightweight Attack types
[12] Backpropagation Above 90% (in many cases) No Flooding
[13] Unsupervised ANN Above 80% No Time related changes
[14] Feedforward High Yes Malicious nodes
are two types of ANNarchitectures, that is, feedforwardANN
and feedback ANN.
In feedforward ANN, the signals move in only one
direction from input to output. In feedback ANN, the signals
move in both directions.
ANN concepts are helpful in many areas such as pattern
recognition and intrusion detection. ANN based intrusion
detection can be helpful to eliminate the shortcomings of rule
based IDSs. However, ANN based IDSs can be more effective
if properly trained with both normal and abnormal data sets.
The general architecture of artificial neuron is given in
Figure 2.
Many intrusion detection mechanisms based on ANN
have been proposed for WSNs. In [12], ANN based mecha-
nism for detection of energy exhaustion attack is proposed.
The system is for cluster based WSN in which all the sensor
nodes are capable of energy harvesting. It consists of three
layers, that is, input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. It
is trained to discriminate normal and abnormal events. The
detection rate for routing attacks is above 95%; however, low
detection rate is observed in case of channel access attack.
Intruder detection in WSN with an intelligent mobile
robot response system is present in [13]. This mechanism
uses an unsupervised neural network for intrusion detection.
It detects time related changes using Markov model. Once
an intruder is detected, a robot travels to the infected site
for investigation. The results show that the detection rate is
approximately 85%. As WSN nodes are deployed in harsh
and unattended environment where the attacker can manage
to compromise few of the nodes, few of the sensor nodes
that are compromised may result in wrong data forwarding
to the sink. Malicious node detection mechanism using
ANN for WSN is proposed in [14]. This mechanism is
designed for hierarchical WSN, where nodes sense and share
information with neighbor nodes. This mechanism is based
on feedforward technique of ANN.The authors claim that the
proposedmechanism successfully identifiedmalicious nodes
even if 25% of sensor nodes are compromised.
Table 2 presents comparison of few ANN based IDSs.
Any mechanism which is designed for WSN should take
care of limited resources of sensor nodes. In our opinion, the
detection mechanisms which are present in [12–14] are not
suitable for WSNs.
Although the mechanism [12] has high accuracy and the
detection rate is above 90%, it has many requirements such
as clustering in WSN, energy harvesting, backpropagation
algorithm, and training of proposed mechanism.
The mechanism present in [13] is a costly approach as
it involves a specialized robot to investigate the infected
location.
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Figure 2: General architecture of artificial neuron.
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Figure 3: General architecture of genetic algorithm.
The proposal present in [14] seems to be lightweight;
however, the claim about the accuracy of the system even in
case of 25% malicious nodes needs further investigation.
4. Genetic Algorithm Based IDSs
Genetic algorithms are widely used inmany areas of comput-
ing to solve a complex problem. It provides robust, adaptive,
and optimal solutions for many computing related problems.
Genetic algorithms in computing are inspired frombiological
processes such as natural selection, evolution, theory of
mutation, and genetic inheritance.
The general architecture of genetic algorithm used in
computing is present in Figure 3.
In genetic algorithm, the selection module derives most
suitable answer or solution for some specific problem.
In crossover module, different parameters are exchanged
out of different solutions in order to get new solutions.
Mutation module changes one or two parameters to get
optimality in genetic algorithm.
Genetic algorithm is widely used technique in network
security especially in designing and proposing IDSs. In IDSs,
genetic algorithm can be used for classification of security
attacks and for generating specific rules for different security
attacks [15].
A lightweight IDS with reduced complexity using genetic
algorithm for WSN is proposed in [16]. This work deals
withmeasurement of sensor node suitability and attributes to
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Figure 4: Intrusion detection systems and element types where genetic algorithms can be applied.
the perceived threat. A local monitoring node is introduced
that acts like a proxy agent for the sink and is capable of
monitoring neighbors. A Genetic algorithm based network
IDS (GA-NIDS) is present in [17]. The proposed system
considers many parameters such as protocol type, network
services, and status of the connection to generate rules. The
detection mechanism is trained on specific dataset, so that it
can accurately identify and classify security attacks. In this
mechanism, six rules are designed to detect six different types
of denial of service (DoS) and probing attacks. The authors
claim that the detection rate of DoS attacks is 100%.
Many IDSs are rule based where new and innovative
attacks are not detected. An anomaly based IDSusing concept
of genetic algorithm is discussed in [18].This framework uses
set of classification rules which are derived from network
audit data. It uses fitness function to monitor quality and
stability of each rule.
Another evolutionary approach to intrusion detection is
proposed in [19]. The proposed system is connected with a
firewall, and it starts by capturing firewall entries. The data
is then forwarded to genetic algorithm based system. The
output of genetic algorithm is connected to an IDS. This
mechanism is capable of detectingmalicious connections and
the detection rate is above 95%.
Table 3 presents comparison of few genetic algorithm
based IDSs.
In our opinion, the detection mechanisms present in [17,
19] are not suitable forWSNs, as they demandmore resources.
The GA-NIDS considers many parameters such as protocol
type, network services, and connection status for detection
of an anomaly. Furthermore, different rules are designed for
it which may consume more memory and energy due to
computations involved in it.
Table 3: Comparison of genetic algorithm based IDSs.
IDS Accuracy Lightweight Attack types
[16] N/A Yes N/A
[17] 100% No DoS
[18] N/A Yes Network layer
[19] Above 95% No Malicious connections
The mechanism present in [19] takes input entries from
firewall and forwards output entries to another IDS. Sensor
nodes have limited processing capabilities, so they cannot
operate with such complex mechanism for longer time.
When the genetic algorithm is applied to an IDS, several
issues must be taken into account. The first one is the type
of intrusion detection system purpose, and the second one is
the element where it will be applied. Taking into account the
classification provided in [20], we can draw Figure 4.
A general flow chart of a genetic algorithm for intrusion
detection system will start using a randomly selected pop-
ulation of chromosomes. These chromosomes are encoded,
on one hand, as observable system activities and evidence
of normal and intrusive activities and, on the other hand, as
the perspectives selected by the security administrator (Audit
Data Processor, Knowledge Base, Decision Engine, Alarm
Generation, and Responses). Figure 5 shows the general flow
chart of a genetic algorithm for intrusion detection system.
5. Conclusion
Confidentiality, integrity, and availability of any network are
of high importance. Network security is gaining importance
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Figure 5: Flow chart of a genetic algorithm for intrusion detection systems.
as the attackers introduce new threats and security vulnera-
bilities to compromise the normal operations of network [21–
23]. WSNs are more vulnerable to different security attacks
as they are deployed mostly in unattended environments.
IDSs are capable of detecting intrusions and informing the
professionals well in time.There aremanymethodologies and
techniques which are used to design IDSs.
Research community is exploring biological concepts to
design different mechansisms to solve computing related
problems. Similarly, many biological concepts such as arti-
ficial immune system, artificial neural network, and genetic
algorithm are used in IDSs.
This paper provides brief discription of bioinspired IDSs
and their suitability for WSNs.
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